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Outdoor Voices

We’re on a mission to Get the World 
Moving because we believe Doing 

Things — moving your body and having 
fun with friends — is the surest way to a 

happy and healthy life.




Ultimately, what we’re building is a 
community of vibrant and varied 

Recreationalists who believe in the 
power of Doing Things. If you like 

having fun, we’ll get along.

#DoingThings






The competition

PatagoniaL.L.Bean Lululemon

We aim to use the resources 
we have—our voice, our 

business and our 
community—to do something 

about our climate crisis.

Outside Stories - Outside 
Actions - Outside Friends. 


Be an Outsider.

From yoga classes and mindful 
moments, to high-intensity 

training sessions, to runs of all 
distances, we believe sweat 

has the power to bring people 
together.



User NeedOV Need

1

WELLNESS

1

LIVE/ON-DEMAND CLASSES

2

MOTIVATION

2

EXPAND OV COMMUNITY

3

GOALS

3

UNDERSTAND USER NEEDS



Meet Lucia! 

Needs: 

1. I need a community to help 
positively influence me in 
developing an active lifestyle

2. I need a variety of options 
because I don’t like doing the same 
thing all the time

3. I need people to encourage me

Frustrations: 

1. I find it hard to be self-motivated 
all the time. 

2. It’s difficult to maintain my goals on 
my own

3. I’m busy and don’t always have 
time to attend in-person classes. 



Problem Statement

Lucia needs a way to be motivated to achieve her 
wellness goals because she has a busy lifestyle and 

finds it hard to stay accountable to herself. 



Key Features

Classes Community Goal Tracking

Wellness Goals

Be active, healthy, and happy



Key Features

Classes

Access both live & 

on-demand fitness and 


wellness classess.

Community

Read OV’s lifestyle blog posts, 

engage with friends’ updates


& join community clubs.

My OV

View your classes, set and 
track goals for yourself & 

join community challenges! 



Design Studio

What are the features 
going to look like?



What does the user do 
when they open the app?



Mid-Fi Usability Testing

Goals

Is it easy for users to register for a live class on OV app and get relevant 
information they would need?

How helpful would users find the content in the Community section to be in 
terms of motivating them to do things and achieving their goals?

How could we better help users get motivated to do things and to develop an 
active and healthy lifestyle?



Mid-Fi Usability 
Testing Insights

Confusing Icons

Felt confused about what 
“20 min left” meant

Felt confused about the 
calendar icon

Expected icons with clearer 
indications



Mid-Fi Usability 
Testing Insights

Live Class Interface

Did not want the Metrics 
Tab -- would not want to 
multitask among taking 
classes, commenting, and 
checking metrics

Did not want the 
commenting area to take up 
too much space -- expected 
a cleaner interface 



Mid-Fi Usability 
Testing Insights

Challenge Section

Felt Challenge section was 
not necessarily related to 
the Clubs tab

Thought My OV tab would 
be a more natural place to 
locate Challenge section



Mid-Fi Usability 
Testing Insights

Challenge Section

Felt Challenge section was 
not necessarily related to 
the Clubs tab

Thought My OV tab would 
be a more natural place to 
locate Challenge section



Hi-Fi Usability 
Testing Insights

Featured Tab

Expected to see OV’s avatar 

(1) to make it clearer that 
Featured tab is all about 
OV’s promotions

                 AND

(2) to make OV’s posts more 
humane and conversational



Hi-Fi Usability 
Testing Insights

Following Tab

User names were missing

Expected to see some text 
rather than purely pictures 
to get more motivation



Final Prototype



Next Steps

Continue to expand the community tab 
and include more options for interactions 

amongst community members

1

Integrate the platform to the OV 
e-commerce offerings 

2

3



Thank you! Any Questions?



Competitive Analysis



Comparative Analysis



Comparative Analysis (CONT.)



Comparative Analysis (CONT.)



We're working with a company called Outdoor Voices, and 
helping them expand their lifestyle brand. We're hoping to ask 
you a few questions regarding online communities and fitness 
experiences. There are no right or wrong answers, we're simply 
looking for honest information. 



I would also like to ask if you're okay with this interview being 
recorded. 



To start, tell me a little about yourself. What part of the country 
or world do you live in?



What motivates you? 



What excites you? What do you do in your free time? 



When you hear the word "community" what comes to mind? 
Can you tell me about it? 



What about online communities? Why?



When you hear the word "fitness" what comes to mind? 



What prevents you from accomplishing any goals you have 
regarding an active lifestyle?



What role does technology play in your routine?

User Interview Questions: 



Affinity Mapping



User Persona



Task Flow: Accessing Live Class 



1. opens app

2. goes to calendar page

3. chooses day/time range

4. filters available activities

5. picks class

6. adds class to personal calender

7. invites friends(?)

8. waits for class to happen

9. does class

10. is happy


Features to consider:



Opening OV App (landing/loading screen, reference to online 
store?)

Searching for upcoming live classes

browsing health/wellness videos 

interacting with “friends” 


User Flows & Task Flow Analysis





Clickable 

Mid-Fi

https://www.figma.com/proto/pU8iQr503U58cnpcNq05DD/Outdoor-Voices?node-id=24%3A12&viewport=818%2C451%2C0.44567614793777466&scaling=scale-down
https://www.figma.com/proto/pU8iQr503U58cnpcNq05DD/Outdoor-Voices?node-id=24%3A12&viewport=818%2C451%2C0.44567614793777466&scaling=scale-down


Clickable


Hi-Fi

https://www.figma.com/proto/pU8iQr503U58cnpcNq05DD/Outdoor-Voices?node-id=158%3A914&viewport=-1083%2C-115%2C0.14431704580783844&scaling=scale-down
https://www.figma.com/proto/pU8iQr503U58cnpcNq05DD/Outdoor-Voices?node-id=158%3A914&viewport=-1083%2C-115%2C0.14431704580783844&scaling=scale-down

